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BES is a minority-owned environmental consulting and remediation firm serving Maryland, 
District of Columbia and Virginia. Our objective is to provide support services for our clients by 
providing quality technical services at a fair and reasonable cost. Since our founding, BES has 
successfully completed many projects supporting our client’s needs for environmental surveys 
and site abatement for Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM), survey and site abatement for 
mold and survey and site abatement for lead-based paint (LBP). BES also removes Underground 
Storage Tanks (UST) and engages in Interior and Exterior Demolition. 

 
Asbestos Containing Material Surveys O&M Plans Abatement Management 
BES experience includes performing preliminary and all-inclusive asbestos surveys, for the 
renovation or demolition multi-family housing, commercial and industrial facilities and the 
preparation of operations and management plans providing guidance for those areas where ACM 
is managed in place. 

 

 Lead-Based Paint Surveys, Management and abatement 

BES performs LBP surveys in association with our preparation of Operations Management (O&M) 
Plans for those facilities where LBP is managed in-place, in addition to preliminary surveys, and 
surveys associated with facility improvements (demolition and disposal).  
 
Mold Surveys and Abatement Management 
BES has the requisite knowledge and competence to survey, inspect and abate any mold growth 
and restore property and atmosphere to its original form. BES also tests and restores Air Quality 
to its acceptable public health level. 
 
Underground Storage Tank Removal and Remediation 
BES is licensed to remove UST that are old disused and no longer wanted. BES will professionally 
survey and assess the state of the tanks, get the products therein removed if any, dispose of the 
tank and excavate the surrounding soil if contaminated, then back-fill to restore land to its 
original form. 
 
Interior and Exterior Demolition and Razing 
BES has over the years perfected the process for interior and exterior demolition and full and 
complete demolition and razing.  
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